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teacher  Teacher  Students  Total of Class events       As a class  As individuals   
Depict  Sienna & 
Pamela  7 (7/0)  0 (0/0)  0 (0/0)  7 
Depict  Samantha & 
Millie  11 (11/0)  9 (5/4)  0 (0/0)  16 
Depict  Ellie & Elliot  13 (13/0)  10 (2/8)  0 (0/0)  15 
Depict  Beth & Serena  18 (18/0)  9 (6/3)  0 (0/0)  24 
Description  Desmond & 
Wanda  20 (20/0)  9 (2/7)  0 (0/0)  22 
Description  Amanda & 
Wallace  15 (15/0)  4 (4/0)  0 (0/0)  19 
Description  Margot & 
Daedra  26 (26/0)  14 (7/7)  0 (0/0)  33 
Description  Douglas & 
Daliah  23 (23/0)  4 (1/3)  0 (0/0)  24 















Depict  Sienna & Pamela  1.75  0.00  1.25  1.25 
Depict  Samantha & 
Millie 
2.75  2.25  0.00  2.25 
Depict  Ellie & Elliot  4.33  3.33  0.00  3.33 
Depict  Beth & Serena  4.50  2.25  0.00  2.25 
Description  Desmond & 
Wanda 
2.22  1.00  0.00  1.00 
Description  Amanda & 
Wallace 
2.50  0.67  0.00  0.67 
Description  Margot & 
Daedra 
5.20  2.80  0.00  2.80 
Description  Douglas & 
Daliah 
2.88  0.50  0.00  0.50 
Description  Jack & Sheila  4.17  1.17  0.00  1.17  
Table 4.4 Mann‐Whitney Test of Groups Comparing Teacher and Students role involvement in Class Events 










Teacher   5.00  20.00  5.00  25.00  10.000  1.000 
Students as a class  5.75  23.00  4.40  22.00  7.000  .461 
Students as 
individuals 

















Depict  Sienna & Pamela  0.00  0.25  0.00  1.50  0.00  1.75 
Depict  Samantha & Millie  0.00  1.25  0.00  1.50  0.00  2.75 
Depict  Ellie & Elliot  0.00  2.00  0.00  2.34  0.00  4.33 
Depict  Beth & Serena  0.00  2.75  0.00  1.75  0.00  4.50 
Description  Desmond & 
Wanda 
0.00  1.00  0.00  1.23  0.00  2.22 
Description  Amanda & Wallace  0.00  0.67  0.00  1.83  0.00  2.50 
Description  Margot & Daedra  0.00  2.20  0.00  3  0.00  5.20 
Description  Douglas & Daliah  0.00  0.38  0.00  2.5  0.00  2.88 




  Depict Group (n=4)  Description Group (n=5)     
  Mean Rank  Sum of Ranks  Mean Rank  Sum of Ranks  U  P 
Teacher‐Material  5.50  22.00  4.60  23.00  8.000  .624 
Teacher‐Mental  4.50  18.00  5.40  27.00  8.000  .371 
Teacher‐Verbal  3.88  15.50  5.90  29.50  5.500  .266 







(Passive)  Students as a class (SC) (Active participants)        SC‐ 
Material  SC‐Mental  SC‐Verbal  SC‐Relational  Total 
Depict  Sienna & 
Pamela  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0 
Depict  Samantha & 
Millie  1.00  0.75  0.25  0.00  0.25  1.25 
Depict  Ellie & Elliot  2.67  0.33  0.33  0.00  0.00  0.66 
Depict  Beth & Serena  0.75  0.00  1.25  0.25  0.00  1.5 
Description  Desmond & 
Wanda  0.78  0.22  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.22 
Description  Amanda & 
Wallace  0.00  0.00  0.17  0.50  0.00  0.67 
Description  Margot & 
Daedra  1.40  0.40  0.60  0.20  0.20  1.4 
Description  Douglas & 
Daliah  0.38  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.13  0.13 
















5.25  21.00  4.80  24.00  9.000  .798 
Students as class ‐Mental  6.00  24.00  4.20  21.00  6.000  .317 
Students as class ‐Verbal  4.63  18.50  5.30  26.50  8.500  .662 
Students as class ‐
Relational 










(Active participants)        SI‐
Material  SI‐Mental  SI‐Verbal  SI‐Relational  Total 
Depict  Sienna & 
Pamela  0.50  0.75  0.00  0.00  0.00  1.25 
Depict  Samantha & 
Millie  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Depict  Ellie & Elliot  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Depict  Beth & 
Serena  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Description  Desmond & 
Wanda  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Description  Amanda & 
Wallace  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Description  Margot & 
Daedra  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Description  Douglas & 
Daliah  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 












Teacher  As a class  As an individual  Total 
Lesson Depiction  8.938  2.875  6.792  9.667 
Lesson 
Description 







(Passive)  Teacher (Active)     Teacher‐
Material  Teacher‐Mental  Teacher‐Verbal  Teacher‐Relational 
Lesson 
Depiction  0.063  3.563  0.167  3.917  1.229 
Lesson 









    SC‐Material  SC‐Mental  SC‐Verbal  SC‐Relational 
Lesson 
Depiction 
0.708  0.354  1.104  0.292  0.417 
Lesson 
Description 






    SI‐Material  SI‐Mental  SI‐Verbal  SI‐Relational 
Lesson 
Depiction 
0.188  1.479  0.479  2.042  2.604 
Lesson 
Description 
















The teacher will give the students a table such as 







They will ask the students questions that connect to their prior knowledge, such as 
“How many miles did the car travel during the first/second/third hour?” (assuming 































After presenting and briefly discussing the table of values, we could ask, “How 
fast is the car going?” and “How far will the car have traveled after 10 hours?” 
The first question gets the students think about the connection between the 
two columns. That is, speed is a function of distance and time, not just one or 
the other. Also the second question is difficult and inconvenient to answer w/ 
only the students’ current knowledge.  






























The teacher and the students collaboratively graph the table. She will help the 
students see a pattern and help them to extend the graph using new values. She 
will help them to see that as x changes by a unit of 1, y changes by 30. The 
mathematics that will be used is transferring data from a table to a graph and 




















233  Ellie  Um…   Ellie and Elliot were discussing how to explain the connections between the table and the graph, specifically the connection between the two variables in the table and the coordinate points in the graph. Like what was proposed by Ellie in Turn 231, she first described the two variables in the table, the relationship between distance and time. Then she tried to relate to the notions of dependent and independent variables and the coordinate values in a graph. As a result, both Ellie and Elliot were not content with the idea.  They reviewed the lesson plan and found that the task was to graph the table.  In Ellie and Elliot’s lesson plan, two tasks were presented—the second task was reading the table and the third task was graphing the table. However, the transition from one task to another was absent in the text, which is what Ellie and Elliot were working on at the moment. They were trying to make connections between two presentations and find out how to better explain it to the students, but they had difficulties in doing so.  So far, Ellie and Elliot had created eight slides. However, they were stuck at the point where the virtual teacher needed to explain the connection between the table 
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and graph representations. Hence, the interviewer asked them to review the slides that they had composed from the beginning.   They reviewed the lesson starting from the first slide. On the first slide, the virtual teacher was introducing the table and asking a question based on the given information from the table.  When introducing the table, the virtual teacher was saying:” This is a table that describes a trip to New York.” Elliot edited this introduction and made it explicit that it is a car’s trip. Then he commented on the slide:  






























































































Discuss issue of walking up stairs at a constant pace (3 stairs in 3 seconds) 





















Suggest having one student write a table format of the points. The points 































Ask another student to plot these points on a graph with class help and draw a line 
















Ask: What do notice about how the time change (how many seconds have passed) 
as you take additional steps on the stairs? As one variable (point to graph & table) 
gets bigger, the other gets bigger at the same rate, so you aren’t speeding up and 


































Ask students: (1) what is different about these 2 graphs? (expected student 
response: one goes one way and the other goes another way) (2) Why do they “go 
different ways”?  
 
Tell students that different slopes are different. One slope is positive and one is 
negative. 
 
Refer to prior knowledge: (When you have learned about slope and /or linear 
functions before) 
 
We will focus on what slope means, how it’s defined; how we find it and different 
















































Seen slope before in linear eqn y=mx+b, where slope in that equation is m and m is 




. This describes a linear relationship between 
points.  
 
Example: 1 step / 1 desk; if I walk 4 steps then which desk will I be at? Refer to 








































































































































EX #2 (from table) 
Show 4 points & make a table 
 
Figure all pattern of numbers on each side of table separately and connect to 


















Teacher gives students graph paper and ~4 (linear) points to plot. Then they 
connect the points in a line. The teacher points out that this is a straight line, so 
























Introduce slope as a topic related to linear functions. Asks students to use prior 
knowledge of “slope” (as used outside the classroom) to try to figure out the slope 
of the line or at least to try to determine the relationship between “slope” and 













Students put their ~4 points into a table. They now have 2 representations (slope 
and table) of slope. They compute ratios 
€ 
Δy































The teacher utilizes their graphs by showing how the ratio applies (up some 
amount and over, etc). The teacher explains that the ratio is often called “rise 




Teacher hands out tables and has students graph the line and figure out the slope 


























































































































































View of students  11  0  1  12 
Board   6  0  0  6 
Blank page  1  0  1  2 











  Creating  Dragging  Editing  Formatting text  Total 
Teacher’s speech  23  0  12  1  36 
Students’ speech  16  3  2  0  21 



























  Past event  Current event  Future event  Total 
Teacher action  1  1  1  3 
Student action  5  4  1  10 
Teacher & Students Interaction  1  0  2  3 
Board work  0  2  0  2 





























Excited  Uncertain   Bored  Confused 
/Frustrated 
Total 
Teacher  0  8  5  0  0  0  13 
Student   5  7  2  4  3  2  23 









  Template  Speech bubble  Inscribe  Caption box 
  Changing   Editing  Dragging   Editing   Editing  Dragging   Adding 
View to 
change 
6  9  3  4  4  1  0 
Review to 
change 













































































Students don’t come to us as empty slates. They know things. And they use what they 
know to handle the problems we give them. They do that even when their answer is not 
the one we wish they gave—students’ errors can often be explained in terms of what they 
know rather than in terms of what they don’t know. 
 
For example, when a 5th grader writes that 7 – 9 = 2, one can explain what they were 
thinking by realizing that earlier in life, when the student started doing subtractions, he 
learned to subtract the smaller from the larger. It is likely that the student thought about 
that problem as 9 – 7.  
 
To teach secondary mathematics we need to be aware of what students already know. 
This is important because we will be posing problems to them and expecting them to use 
their knowledge to make sense of those problems. It is also important because they will 
be answering those problems, often erroneously. These errors show evidence of the ways 
that students are connecting new experiences with old knowledge, not deficiency or ill 
will on their part. 
 
As teachers we need to learn to embrace student errors. We need to work with students’ 
errors. When teaching a new concept in high school, it is unlikely that the concept will 
have no relationships with concepts students knew from before. For example, subtraction 
among integers is related to subtraction among whole numbers in that both of them 
“undo” addition or that both of them can be represented as moving to the left in the 
number line. We will be helping both our students and ourselves if we take old 
knowledge into account when we teach new knowledge.  
 
But new ideas will be somewhat different than the prior knowledge. For example, 
subtraction among integers can hardly be thought of as “take away,” without having to 
complicate the metaphor. (You could use “take away” by thinking about going into debt 
when you take away more than you had, but the interpretation gets increasingly strained 
for calculations like -9 -7:“If I am missing 9 stuffed animals and my sister steals 7 from 
me, how many stuffed animals will I be missing?”). Since new ideas will be different 
from what students already know, as teachers we will not only have to work with those 
existing ideas but also against them. 
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Our job is to create conditions for students to question what they know and make it 
evolve into something new. In secondary mathematics, ideas get much more complicated 
than subtraction, so it is important for you to investigate deeply what students may know 
that can assist them in learning new ideas and that can prompt them to make errors.   
 
In the above analysis of subtraction, we used three “conceptions” of subtraction to make 
sense of what may be happening when you bring students from subtraction among whole 
numbers to subtraction among integers. Those conceptions were: 
• Subtraction is taking away 
• Subtraction is moving to the left on the number line 
• Subtraction is undoing addition  
 
Mathematically, you know that the third one (undoing addition) is the most general one. 
But for teaching, you need to know all of them, since all of them are useful at different 
times. (For example, “take away” is great to make up problems for young children.). The 
rest of this document will illustrate for you the conceptions students have of one of the 
most important ideas in schooling: the idea of linearity and, especially, students’ 
conceptions of slope.  
 
Conceptions of slope 
Consider first the following overview. It provides four conceptions of linear function, that 
we could call (going around, counterclockwise) “table,” “proportion,” “equation,” and 
“graph.” The figure presents them in abstract language to appeal to your mathematical 
taste, and makes the point that all of them are mathematically correct. They can be useful 






























In friendlier (but less exact) terms you could express those conceptions as follows 
• A linear function is a table where the quantities vary at the same rate 
• A linear function is a proportion between two quantities  
• A linear function is a formula that says what to do to one quantity to get the other 
• A linear function is a straight line  
 
Each of those conceptions brings with it a conception of slope.  
• Slope is the rate of change of the quantities in a table  
• Slope is the scale factor of the proportion  
• Slope is the factor one multiplies the independent variable by 
• Slope is the tangent of the angle that the line makes with the X-axis (or a measure 
of the steepness of the line) 
 













for any two 
associated pairs 




That when graphed on a 
Cartesian coordinate 
system fall on a 
Euclidean line  
 
 
whose slope (tangent of 
the angle with the 
horizontal axis) equals the 
constant ratio  
That can be expressed as the set  
[(x,y), x ∈ X and y ∈ Y, such that y = m ⋅ x + b] 
where m and b are constants. 
That vary proportionally (pending 













1. Subtract to find difference between y-values and between corresponding x-values, 
then compare differences to see if the rate is constant, or use the difference to 
“work up” to the desired value by repeated addition or multiplication according to 
the number of increases in x.  
2. Subtract to find the differences between a pair of y values and the corresponding 
pair of x values. Compare those two differences by creating a ratio in simplest 
form. Choose different pairs and form their ratios to see if the rate is constant, or 
use the ratios to find a missing value. 
 
Consider the linear function given by the following table 
 
X Y  
1 4  
2 7  
3 10  
4 13  
What is the slope? Easy, for each unit change in 
the X the Y changes by 3, so the slope is 3. 
 
 
Students start having experiences with these kind of linear patterns early in elementary 
school. They actually see problems that look more like the following 
 
Continue the pattern past 20:  4, 7, 10, 13, … 
 
In these exercises it is tacit that the number you must give next in the pattern is the one 
that corresponds to the next (1 more) after the number you wrote before: the tacit 
independent variable is the set of whole numbers. This is apparent in problems like 
 
Complete the missing numbers in the pattern: 
4 7   16  22 
 
Now consider the following tables: 
X Y   X Y 
3 5   3 7 
5 11  
In the table on the left, What do you think students 
might say if you ask them what the slope is? What 
might they write for the y-value in the last row?  5 11 
7 17    10 21 
9 23     
10   
In the table on the right, what do you think students 
might say if you ask them to do two more rows of 
the pattern? 
   
 
To find the slope in a table one would need to find how the changes in Y and the changes 
in X vary together. In the table on the left, that since a change in 2 in the x variable (5 – 3 
= 2) corresponds to a change in 6 in the y-variable (11 –  5 = 6), then a change in 1 (10-
9=1) which is half of 2, should correspond to a change in 3, which is half of 6, thus the 
corresponding value for 10 is 26.  Likewise in the table on the right since a change of 5 
corresponds a change of 10, and to a change of 2 corresponds a change of 4, then to a 
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change of 7 (to X=17) would correspond a change of 14, (Y=35) and to a change of 3 (to 
X=13) would correspond a change of 6. A common error students make is to continue the 
pattern in the Y-variable without using the X-value to control it.  
 
Proportion 
Operations: Cross multiply; algebraic manipulations, multiplication, division; find ratios 
of quantities; comparison; multiplying a quantity by a constant rate of change 
 
Consider the following situations:  
• Fast-walkers burn calories rapidly during the first five minutes (the 
“ramp-up” stage) and then continue to burn calories at a steady (but 
lower) rate thereafter.  If I fast-walk 15 minutes, I burn 45 calories 
during the first 5 minutes and 100 calories in total. How many calories 
would I burn if I fast-walk 30 minutes? 
 
• Joe the Handy Man charged clients a flat “house call” charge plus a 
fixed hourly rate.  Last month we paid $65 for a one hour job, and this 
week we paid $95 for a 1.5 hour job.  How much would Joe charge for 
a 2.5 hour job? How much for a half hour job? 
 
• A cell phone carrier has a rate plan that gives 800 minutes for 
$60/month, and another rate plan that gives 2000 minutes for 
$100/month. How much should I expect to pay for a plan that gives me 
500 minutes? 
 
Students have done problems of “this sort” since they started learning about 
multiplication. The problems sound like “proportion-type” problems, and with some extra 
considerations (e.g., calories spent in ramp-up time, fixed cost of house call, fixed cost 
for a phone line) they do have a proportion inside them. 
 
A student might solve the first problem, for example, by reasoning as follows: 
 
In the 15 minute walk, after the ramp-up I burn 55 calories in 10 minutes.  In the 30 
minute walk, after the ramp-up I walk for 25 minutes, so I need to solve the proportion 
 
I can solve this by cross-multiplying: 
 
and then solve for x by dividing by 10:  x = 137.5.  This is how many calories I burn after 
the initial ramp-up period, so the total I burn is 182.5 calories. 
 
Although the procedure one would follow for the other two examples would not be 
exactly the same as in the first, they can also be solved by proportional reasoning. What 
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would those solutions look like?   How would they be different from one another?  What 
kinds of mistakes would a student be likely to make, and why? 
 
Formula 
Operations: Use algebraic manipulations to put equations into slope-intercept form; 
substitute values for x and/or y, b, m in order to find other values. 
 
Consider the following expressions 
Y – 3X = 5 Y – 5 = 3X 
 
2X + 3Y = 5 
 
What is the slope in each of them? What do you think students might answer? 
 
Graph 
Operations: Locate points; “up and over,” “rise over run,” or change in y over change in 
x for slope; eye the graph for steepness and direction; visualize and quantify shifts in the 
plane (e.g., seeing a line as being a translation along the y-axis of a line through the 
origin) 
 
Consider the following problems 
 
• Suppose that you drew the line through points (15, 48) and (30, 96), 
what is the slope of that line? 
 
• A line of slope 3 passes through (31, 96), does it also pass through (15, 
48)? 
• Suppose that you drew the line through points (15, 48) and (31, 96), 
what would be the y-value for x = 62? 
 
How do you think students might do those problems? What kinds of errors could you 
expect students to make? 
 
A concluding thought 
When students solve problems they reach to anything they know to produce an answer. 
Likewise when they learn from their teacher, they connect new ideas to the old ones they 
know. It is natural that within that sense making activity, some errors will appear. By 
knowing what students’ conceptions are and what errors they might make, we will be 





Some questions to focus your annotations (you need not answer all of these questions, 
they are given to orient you on what you might comment) 
 
• Does the student's work include evidence that they were thinking about slope?  
What is that evidence? 
• Does the student's work include evidence that they were thinking about linear 
functions?  What is that evidence? 
• If they were not thinking about slope or linear functions, what else might they 
have been thinking about?  Is it reasonable for them to have thought about that? 
• What might the student have been thinking that is not explicitly written?  What is 
your evidence for this? 
• What, if anything, is missing from the student's answer? 
• What terminology does the student use? Is it used correctly?  If not, how is it 
being used? 
• What notation does the student use?  Is it used correctly?  If not, how is it used? 
• What representations of "linear function" does the student use?  Are they used 
correctly?  How are they used? 
• What further questions would you ask if you met the student?  
 
About mathematics literacy: 
• Does the work include verbal content?  If so, is it written in full sentences?  Is it 
coherent? 
• Comment about the student’s use of logical connectors and other words that are 
important mathematically (e.g., so, such as, if/then, therefore, either/or, because, 
and, only if, etc.) 
• Comment about the student’s use of symbolic statements—are they well written 
or are they ambiguous? For example, sentences that involve symbols like =, 
sentences that include product of quantities, etc. 
• Comment about the student’s use of tables—are they completed well? Are they 
reliable to read off information? Does the student read the tables well? 
• Comment about the student’s use of graphs and other pictorial representations. 
What assumptions do they make? Are conventions about the use of graphs 
respected? 
• How is the work organized on the page?  Is the "reading order" clear? Are the 
important elements of the student’s thinking written prominently on the page?   
• If you were the student’s teacher, what (if anything) would you suggest be 











Lesson: Explanation of slope  
 
FYI: Relevant goals, from the MI Curriculum Framework 
As students mature from the middle school on, they develop a solid understanding of both 
linearity and proportionality. Students should 
 Explore and describe visual and numeric patterns, including linear expressions and 
patterns 
 Explore patterns (graphic, numeric, etc.) characteristic of families of functions 
 Connect an initial state to a final state and generalize a rule that describes a pattern of 
change. 
 Develop a mathematical concept of function and recognize that functions display 
characteristic patterns of change (e.g., linear, quadratic, exponential). 
 
 
Tonight you are going to plan a 15-minute explanation of slope to your class placement 
(or, if not applicable, to a regular algebra I class). At this point in your development as 
teacher, we will understand a "plan" to be a timeline or a list of segments you make in a 
lesson (that is, indicating what is going to happen and when).  (There is, of course, much 
more to planning than this — but for tonight we are going to focus on this facet only.) 
 
Your job has two parts.  First, produce a timeline of your lesson, showing the order and 
duration of each segment.  Second, describe each of those segments. The rubric on 
“explaining concepts” can help you figure out what to do. 
 
Use the following timeline to insert the intermediate points that define the segments in 
your explanation. Then describe those segments in the following pages. (The back shows 
an example timeline for another lesson.) 
 
 0 15 
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Example: Lesson on polygons 
 
Explanation of the formula for the number of diagonals of a polygon  
 
1: Probe knowledge of “diagonal.” Pose “big” problem—how many diagonals in a 
polygon of 12 vertices? Hear some estimates. (1 min) Ask: wouldn’t it be nice to predict 
the number without having to draw and count? Let’s figure out if there is a pattern. Ask 
about a quadrilateral, a pentagon, hexagon, etc. (8 min) 
 
2: Draw a table and put there the results they found. Ask if they see a pattern. Ask them 
to predict the value for 12. Add the column: diagonals through one vertex; complete table 
with class. Ask if they see a pattern. Ask them to predict the value for 14. (6 min) 
 
3: Ask if they could predict a value without having to fill the whole table, say for 85 
sides. Prompt for formula. Write formula and describe what each factor means. Explain 
why you divide by 2, common error. (7 min) 
 
4: Give possible problems they will have to do. (4 min) 
0 25 




In your description, please include: Checklist—in this segment we are… √  
 What is the mathematics that will be done? Problematizing the concept  
 What will the teacher be doing? Connecting to prior knowledge   
 What will students be doing? Representing the concept  
 How long might it take? Exemplifying the concept  
 Identifying core principles of the concept  
 Identifying key errors   
 Establishing the boundaries of the concept  
 Assessing and holding students accountable  
Description of segment: 
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